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Abstract
Model quantization has emerged as an indispensable technique to accelerate deep
learning inference. While researchers continue to push the frontier of quantization
algorithms, existing quantization work is often unreproducible and undeployable.
This is because researchers do not choose consistent training pipelines and ignore
the requirements for hardware deployments. In this work, we propose Model
Quantization Benchmark (MQBench), a first attempt to evaluate, analyze, and
benchmark the reproducibility and deployability for model quantization algorithms.
We choose multiple different platforms for real-world deployments, including CPU,
GPU, ASIC, DSP, and evaluate extensive state-of-the-art quantization algorithms
under a unified training pipeline. MQBench acts like a bridge to connect the
algorithm and the hardware. We conduct a comprehensive analysis and find
considerable intuitive or counter-intuitive insights. By aligning the training settings,
we find existing algorithms have about the same performance on the conventional
academic track. While for the hardware-deployable quantization, there is a huge
accuracy gap which remains unsettled. Surprisingly, no existing algorithm wins
every challenge in MQBench, and we hope this work could inspire future research
directions.
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Introduction

Modern deep learning is increasingly consuming larger memory and computation to pursue higher
performance. While large-scale models can be trained on the cloud, transition to edge devices during
deployment is notoriously hard due to the limited resource budget, including latency, energy and
memory consumption. For this reason various techniques have been developed to accelerate the deep
learning inference, including model quantization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], pruning [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], neural network
distillation [11, 12], lightweight network design [13], and weight matrix decomposition [14].
In this work, we focus on model quantization for efficient inference. Quantization targets to map
the (nearly) continuous 32-bit floating-point (FP) numbers into discrete low-bit integers. As a result,
the neural networks could rely on the integer-arithmetic units to speed up the inference. In academic
research, there is a trend towards steadily reducing the bit-width and maintaining the accuracy across a
range of quantized network architectures on ImageNet. It is incredible that the even 3-bit quantization
of both weights and activations can reach FP-level accuracy [15]. Exciting though the breakthrough
is, there lacks a systematic study that whether these research works can really be applied to practice,
and whether the major improvement is brought by the algorithm rather than the training techniques.
We point out two long-neglected key factors in quantization research, namely reproducibility and
deployability. First, we observe that the training hyper-parameters can significantly affect the
performance of a quantized network. As an example, Esser et al. [15] adopt cosine annealed learning
∗
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Figure 1 & Table 1: Left: The placement of MQBench, which connects the algorithms and hardware. Right:
comparison between MQBench and other quantization works. 3: condition satisfied, 7: condition not satisfied,
k: condition satisfied only in part of existing work.

rate [16] and better weight decay choice, improving the Top-1 accuracy of 2-bit ResNet-18 [17]
by 0.7% and 0.4% on ImageNet. Full precision network pre-training can also boost quantization
results [15,18]. The reproducibility issue has received considerable attention in other areas as well, e.g.
NAS-Bench-101 [19]. So far, there lacks a benchmark that unifies training pipelines and compares
the quantization algorithms in a thorough and impartial sense.
Second, we find that the majority of the academic research papers do not test their algorithms on
real hardware devices. As a result, the reported performance may not be reliable. For one thing,
hardware will fold Batch Normalization (BN) layers [20] into convolutional layers [3] to avoid
additional overhead. But most research papers just keep BN layers intact. For another, research paper
only considers quantizing the input and weights parameters of the convolutional layers. While in
deployment the whole computational graph should be quantized. These rules will inevitably make
quantization algorithms less resilient. Another less studied problem is the algorithm robustness: What
will happen if one algorithm is applied to per-channel quantization but it is designed to per-tensor
quantization at first? The algorithm should incorporate the diversity of quantizers design. All these
problems suggest a large gap between academic research and real-world deployments.
In this work, we propose Model Quantization Benchmark (MQBench), a framework designed to
analyze and reproduce quantization algorithms on several real-world hardware environments (See
Fig. 1 & Table 1). We carefully studied existing quantization algorithms and hardware deployment
settings to set up a bridge between the algorithms and hardware. To complete MQBench, we utilize
over 50 GPU years of computation time, in an effort to foster both reproducibility and deployability
in quantization research. Meanwhile, our benchmark offers some overlooked observations which may
guide further research. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that benchmarks quantization
algorithms on multiple general hardware platforms.
In the following context of this paper, we first build a benchmark for reproducing algorithms under
unified training settings in Sec. 2. We introduce the requirements for hardware deployable quantization
in Sec. 3. Then we conduct extensive experimental evaluation and analysis in Sec. 5. Due to the
space limit, we put related work as well as the visualization results in the Appendix.

2

MQBench: Towards Reproducible Quantization

In this section, we benchmark the reproducibility of quantization algorithms, mainly including
Quantization-Aware Training (QAT)2 . We evaluate the performance of algorithms on ImageNet [21]
classification task. Other tasks like detection, segmentation and language applications are not
considered for now since few baseline algorithms were proposed. MQBench evaluation is performed
in 4 dimensions: supported inference library given a specific hardware, quantization algorithm,
network architecture, and bit-width.
Hardware-aware Quantizer. Throughout the paper, we mainly consider uniform quantization,
since the non-uniform quantization requires special hardware design. We use w and x to denote the
weight matrix and activation matrix in a neural network. A complete uniform quantization process
includes quantization operation and de-quantization operation, which can be formulated by:
jwm
w̄ = clip(
+ z, Nmin , Nmax ), ŵ = s · (w̄ − z)
(1)
s
2

We also build an equally thoroughgoing benchmark for Post-Training Quantization (PTQ) in Appendix. C.
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Table 2: Comparison of (1) the different hardware we selected and (2) the different QAT algorithms. Infer. Lib.
is the inference library; FBN means whether fold BN. k means undeployable originally, but can be deployable
when certain requirements are satisfied.
Infer. Lib.
Provider
HW Type
Hardware
s Form. Granularity Symmetry Graph FBN
TensorRT [22]
ACL [23]
TVM [25]
SNPE [24]
FBGEMM [26]

NVIDIA
HUAWEI
OctoML
Qualcomm
Facebook

Algorithms
LSQ [15]
APoT [27]
QIL [18]
DSQ [28]
LQ-Net [29]
PACT [30]
DoReFa [31]

GPU
ASIC
CPU
DSP
CPU

Tesla T4/P4
Ascend310
ARM
Snapdragon
X86

FP32
FP32
POT
FP32
FP32

Deployable Uniformity

Quant. Type

s Form. Granularity Symmetry

k
7
7
k
7
k
k

learning-based
learning-based
learning-based
rule-based
rule-based
learning+rule
rule-based

FP32
FP32
FP32
FP32
FP32
FP32
FP32

Uniform
Non-uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Non-uniform
Uniform
Uniform

Per-channel
Per-channel
Per-tensor
Per-tensor
Per-channel
Per-tensor
Per-tensor
Per-tensor
Per-tensor
Per-tensor
Per-tensor
Per-tensor

Symmetric
Asymmetric
Symmetric
Asymmetric
Asymmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric

2
1
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

Graph FBN
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

where s ∈ R+ and z ∈ Z are called scale and zero-point, respectively. b·e rounds the continuous
numbers to nearest integers. Eq. (1) first quantizes the weights or activations into target integer
range [Nmin , Nmax ] and then de-quantizes the integers to original range. Given t bits, the range
is determined by [−2t−1 , 2t−1 − 1]. We can divide the quantizer based on several metrics: (1)
Symmetric or asymmetric quantization: For symmetric quantization the zero-point is fixed to 0, while
the asymmetric quantization has an adjustable zero-point to adapt different range; (2) Per-tensor
or per-channel quantization: The per-tensor quantization uses only one set of scale and zero-point
for a tensor in one layer while per-channel quantization quantizes each weight kernel independently
(i.e. for each row of weight matrix: wi,: ); (3) FP32 (32-bit Floating Point) scale or POT (Power of
Two) scale: FP32 scale is nearly continuous, while power-of-two scale is much more challenging.
However, POT scale may offer further speed-up.
We select 5 general hardware libraries to evaluate the quantization algorithms, including NVIDIA’s
TensorRT [22] for Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) inference, HUAWEI’s ACL [23] for ApplicationSpecific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) inference, Qualcomm’s SNPE [24] for mobile Digital Signal
Processor (DSP), TVM [25] for ARM Central Processing Unit (CPU), FBGEMM [26] for X86
server-side CPU. We summarize their implementation details for quantization in Table 2 upper side.
Each hardware setting corresponds to a unique quantizer design. Thus, the developed algorithm
must be robust to adapt different quantizer configurations. We put the detailed setup for hardware
environments in Appendix. E.
Algorithm. For quantization-aware training, we compare 6 different algorithms [15, 18, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31]. However, several algorithms cannot be deployable even if we align the quantizer configuration
and the other requirements. We put the summary of them in Table 2 lower side. All these algorithms
use per-tensor, symmetric settings. We refer this type as academic setting. We also identify the
quantizer type as learning-based, which learns the scale, or rule-based, which directly computes the
scale with heuristics. For a detailed description of these algorithms and the reason why they can be
extended to deployable quantization, please see Appendix. F.
Network Architecture. We choose ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 [17] as they are most widely used
baseline architectures. We also adopt MobileNetV2 [13] which is a lightweight architecture with
depthwise separable convolution. In order to quantize EfficientNet [32], we leverage its Lite version [33] that excludes the squeeze-and-excitation block and replaces swish activation to ReLU6
for better integer numeric support on hardware. Finally, we add an another advanced architecture
RegNetX-600MF [34] with group convolution.
Bit-width. In this paper, we mainly experiment with 8-bit post-training quantization (Appendix.
C) and 4-bit quantization-aware training. To test the accuracy of the quantized model, we simulate
the algorithm with fake quantization (see difference between fake and real quantization in Sec. 3.1).
Unlike the reported results in other paper, 4-bit QAT in our benchmark could be very challenging.
We do not experiment with 3-bit quantization because it is undeployable on general hardware. As for
2-bit quantization, we find most of the algorithms do not converge on hardware settings.
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Figure 2: Example computation diagram of a single 8-bit quantized convolutional layer in GPU training or real
hardware deployments.

2.1

Training Pipelines and Hyper-parameters

Early work like [30, 31] trains the quantized model from scratch, which may have inferior accuracy
than fine-tuning [35]. Besides, each paper may have different pre-trained models for initialization.
In MQBench, we adopt fine-tuning for all algorithms and each model is initialized by the same
pre-trained model, eliminating the inconsistency at initialization.
We adopt standard data prepossessing for training data, including RandomResizeCrop to 224 resolution, RandomHorizontalFlip, ColorJitter with brightness= 0.2, contrast= 0.2, saturation
= 0.2, and hue= 0.1. The test data is centered Table 3: Training hyper-parameters. Batch Size is
cropped to 224 resolution. We use 0.1 label smooth- the batch size per GPU. * means 0 weight decay for
ing in training to add regularization. No other ad- BN parameters.
vanced augmentations are further adopted. All mod- Model
LR L2 Reg. Batch Size # GPU
els are trained for 100 epochs, with a linear warmResNet-18
0.004 10−4
64
8
up in the first epoch. The learning rate is decayed ResNet-50
0.004 10−4
16
16
by cosine annealing policy [16]. We use the SGD EffNet&MbV2 0.01 10−5 *
32
16
optimizer for training, with 0.9 momentum and Nes- RegNet
0.004 4 × 10−5
32
16
terov updates. Other training hyper-parameters can
be found in Table 3 aside. We discuss our choice of this set of hyper-parameter in the Appendix. A.
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3.1

MQBench: Towards Deployable Quantization
Fake and Real Quantization

Given a weight matrix ŵ and an activation matrix x̂, the product is given by
n
n
X
X
yij =
ŵik x̂kj = sw sx
(w̄ik x̄kj − zw x̄kj − zx w̄ik + zw zx ),
k=1

|

(2)

k=1

{z

}

Fake Quantize

|

{z

Real Quantize

}

where y is the convolution output or the pre-activation. In order to perform QAT on GPU, we have
to simulate the quantization function with FP32, denoted as the left Fake Quantize bracket. For the
practical inference acceleration, we have to utilize integer-arithmetic-only [3], denoted as the right
Real Quantize bracket. In Fig. 2, we draw the computational graph of fake quantization and real
quantization to reveal their relationship.
For fake quantization, the weights and input activations are quantized and de-quantized before
convolution. The intermediate results as well as the bias term, are all simulated with FP32.
As for deployments in real-world, the computation in the Real Quantize bracket is integer-only and is
accumulated using INT32. One can further optimize the convolution kernels by performing the last
two terms offline, since w and zw , zx are determined prior to deployment [36]. For bias parameters,
we can keep them in INT32, quantized by b̄ = bb̂/sb e, where b̄ is INT32 and sb = sw sx . As a result,
the bias can be easily fused into Eq. (2). Then, the de-quantization will do the scaling outside the
bracket. In the deployment, the de-quantization of the output and the further quantization to integers
is fused together, called Requantization, given by
 l+1 
x̂
l+1
l+1
l+1
x̂
= swl · sxl · x , x̄
= clip(
+ zx̂l+1 , Nmin , Nmax )
(3)
sx̂l+1
We should point out that these two graphs may have some tiny and unavoidable disparity, mainly
resulting from the difference between FP32 in simulation and real integers in deployments.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different Batch Normalization folding technologies. (a) Removing BN layers and
directly update wfold . (b) BN folding without any statistics update. (c) BN folding with two convolutions. (d)
folding with running statistics and also requires two convolutions. (e) folding running statistics with an explicitly
BN layer in training. Graph (bcde) can be transformed to (a) during inference. FQuant=FakeQuantize.

3.2

Folding Batch Normalization

Batch Normalization (BN) layers are designed to reduce internal covariate shift [20] and also smooth
the loss surface [37] for fast convergence. BN introduces a two-step linear transformation for each
convolutional layer output. In inference, the linear transformations could be fused into convolutional
kernels so that no extra operations are needed, given by:
γ
γ
wfold = w √
, bfold = β + (b − µ) √
,
(4)
σ2 + 
σ2 + 
where µ, σ 2 are the running mean, variance and γ, β are the affine weight, bias, respectively.  is for
numerical stability (for simplicity, we omit this term in the rest of the paper). If we put quantization
after the folding of BN layers, there will be no extra floating-point operations during inference.
However, BN folding does not draw much attention in existing literature and causes deployment
issues. In this section, we will discuss 5 possible strategies for BN folding. We denote the current
batch mean and variance as µ̃, σ̃ 2 . The diagram of these 5 types are demonstrated in Fig. 3.
Strategy 0: Merge the parameters into weights and bias with Eq. (4), and remove this layer entirely
(Fig. 3(a)). We find this choice cannot be trained with large learning rate because of the gradient
explosion without BN. Consequently, extensive hyper-parameter searching is necessary.
Strategy 1: Fold BN layers and do not update the running statistics (Fig. 3(b)). Nevertheless, the
affine parameters γ, β can still be updated with SGD. We find this strategy can still smooth the loss
landscape and achieve comparable accuracy even no statistics are updated. This folding strategy also
significantly reduces the training time by avoiding statistics synchronization.
Strategy 2: Introduced in [3], this folding strategy can update running statistics (Fig. 3(c)). The
convolution will be calculated twice during training, which causes additional overhead. The first time
is to compute the batch mean and variance µ̃, σ̃ 2 using FP32 weights. Then, the current batch mean,
variance are folded into weight kernels. During inference, the weights and biases will be folded using
running mean and variance as in Eq. (4).
Strategy 3: Introduced in [1], this option also calculates the convolution twice. The first time is the
same with strategy 2, which will estimate µ̃, σ̃ 2 . However, in this strategy the weights will be folded
with running statistics to avoid the undesired fluctuations of the batch statistics. The batch variance
factor will be used to re-scale the output after the second convolution, as shown in Fig. 3(d).
Strategy 4: Introduced in PyTorch quantization repo [38], this option does not cost two times
convolution but explicitly adds BN layers after the quantized convolution. One of the benefits brought
by this strategy is that batch statistics are calculated based on quantized weight. During inference, the
re-scaling of output σγ can be neutralized by BN, therefore the graph can be transformed to Fig. 3(a).
3.3

Block Graph

Most academic papers only consider quantizing the input and the weight kernels of convolutional
or fully connected layers. However, modern neural architectures includes other operations, like
5
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Figure 4: Comparison of different quantization implementations for a basic block in the ResNet [17].

elementwise-add in ResNet [17] and concatenation in InceptionV3 [39]. In addition, different
hardware will consider different levels of graph optimization and can propose different solutions to
construct a graph for quantized neural networks. In MQBench, we sort out different implementations
and summarize them in a schematic diagram (Fig. 4). Note that Fig. 4 only gives an example of
a basic block in ResNet-18/-34. The bottleneck block in ResNet-50 can be naturally derived from
this diagram. We also put the diagram of the inverted residual bottleneck of MobileNetV2 [13], and
concatenation quantization in the Appendix. G.
Fig. 4 left shows the conventional academic implementations for quantizing a basic block. Only the
input of convolutional layers will be quantized to 8-bit. (Note that in academic papers the INT8 means
both quantization and de-quantization.) The block input and output as well as the elementwise-add
all operate at full precision. Consequently, the network throughput hasn’t been reduced, and will
significantly affect the latency. In some architectures, this graph even won’t bring any acceleration
since the latency is dominated by I/O. Another problem is the separate quantization of the activation
in the downsample block, which also brings undesired costs.
Fig. 4 middle presents the NVIDIA’s TensorRT [22] implementation for basic block. We can find
that the input and output must be quantized to low-bit to reduce the data throughput. Low bit input
can ensure two branches will use the same quantized activation in the downsample block. As for
the elementwise-add layer, it will be conducted in a 32-bit mode due to the fusion with one of the
former convolutional layer’s bias addition. Thus only one of its inputs will be quantized. Fig. 4 right
demonstrates the implementation in other hardware library, such as FBGEMM [26] and TVM [25].
The only difference is that they require all inputs of the elementwise-add to be quantized. In 4-bit
symmetric quantization, this can severely affect the accuracy.

4

MQBench Implementation

We implement MQBench with Pytorch [40] package, with the support of the latest feature, the
torch.fx (also known as FX, see documentation in [41]) in version 1.8. FX contains a symbolic
tracer, an intermediate representation, and Python code generation, which allows for deeper meta
programming. We implement the quantization algorithms and the hardware-aware configurations in
MQBench. Only an API call is needed to trace a full precision model and convert it to a quantized
model. A code demo of quantizing ResNet-18 with TensorRT backend is presented in , For more
details, readers are recommended to see the official repository.

5

MQBench Evaluation

In this section, we conduct a thorough evaluation and analysis for quantization algorithms, network
architectures, and hardware. We study several evaluation metrics, given by À test accuracy: the Top1 accuracy on the ImageNet validation set, it directly reflects the task performance of the algorithm; Á
hardware gap: the difference between hardware and academic test accuracy, this metric can reflect
the impact of deployable quantization on the algorithm; Â hardware robustness: the average test
accuracy on 5 hardware environments. Ã architecture robustness: the average test accuracy on 5
network architectures. These last two metrics are often neglected by most of the existing literature but
6

Algorithm 1 Training and depolying quantized model with MQBench
import torchvision.models as models
from mqbench.convert_deploy import convert_deploy
from mqbench.prepare_by_platform import prepare_by_platform, BackendType
from mqbench.utils.state import enable_calibration, enable_quantization
# first, initialize the FP32 model with pretrained parameters.
model = models.__dict__["resnet18"](pretrained=True)
# then, we will trace the original model using torch.fx and \
# insert fake quantize nodes according to different hardware backend (e.g. TensorRT).
model = prepare_by_platform(model, BackendType.Tensorrt)
# before training, we recommend to enable observers for calibration and then enable quantization.
model.eval()
enable_calibration(model)
# calibrate
for i, batch in enumerate(calibration_data):
# do forward procedures
...
enable_quantization(model)
# training loop
model.train()
for i, batch in enumerate(data):
# do forward and backward procedures
...
# deploy model, remove fake quantize nodes and dump quantization params like clip ranges.
convert_deploy(model.eval(), BackendType.Tensorrt, input_shape_dict={'data': [10, 3, 224, 224]})

may have a significant value. In the Appendix. B, we include more study and provide the diagnostic
information for the quantization benchmark. Results are from MQBench V0.0.1.
5.1

Evaluation with Academic Setting.

Table 4: Academic setting benchmark for 4-bit quantization-aware training, result in bracket is the reported
accuracy in original paper. "NC" denotes not converged.

Model
ResNet-18
ResNet-50
MobileNetV2
EfficientNet-Lite0
RegNetX-600MF

LSQ [15] APoT [27]
70.7 (71.1)
77.4 (76.7)
70.6 (66.3)
72.6 (N/A)
72.7 (N/A)

70.5 (70.7)
77.1 (76.6)
68.6 (N/A)
70.0 (N/A)
73.0 (N/A)

QIL [18]
70.8 (70.1)
77.2 (N/A)
70.3 (N/A)
72.7 (N/A)
71.6 (N/A)

DSQ [28] PACT [30] DoReFa [31]
70.0 (69.6)
76.4 (N/A)
69.6 (64.8)
72.6 (N/A)
71.7 (N/A)

70.5 (69.2)
76.3 (76.5)
70.7 (61.4)
73.0 (N/A)
72.2 (N/A)

70.7 (68.1)
76.4 (71.4)
NC (N/A)
NC (N/A)
72.9 (N/A)

Avg. Arch.
72.8
71.9
72.5
72.1
72.5
44.0
We first revisit the performance of quantization in academic settings (per-tensor, symmetric quantization without any bn folding, etc.). This setting is predominately adopted in the research paper.
We summarize our benchmark results and the originally reported results (in bracket) in Table 4. By
aligning the training hyper-parameters and pipeline, we find several surprising results.

À The difference between algorithms is not as significant as reported in the original paper. As
can be seen, the maximum Top-1 accuracy difference of ResNet-18 is 0.8% (= QIL − DSQ),
which is much smaller than 3.0% as compared in the original paper. This phenomenon is even
more evident in the case of ResNet-50, where the maximum difference as reported is 5.3% while
the actual maximum difference is only 1.1%. This suggests that 80%(4.2/5.3) of the accuracy
improvement from DoReFa to LSQ is made from better training techniques, only 20% comes from
the superiority of the algorithm. On MobileNetV2, prior work reported PACT and DSQ with only
61.4%, 64.8% accuracy, however, our setting can obtain 70.7%, 69.6% candidates respectively,
indicating the importance of the unified training hyper-parameters.
Á No algorithm achieves the best or the worst performance on every architecture. Among
5 different network architectures, there are 4 different winner solutions and 4 different worst
solutions. Such an outcome demonstrates that existing algorithms cannot adapt every network
architecture very well. We encourage studying the architecture robustness, which is the mean
accuracy across architectures. In that case, LSQ achieves the highest robustness. However, the
improvement in robustness is also not as evident as we expected before.
Â The rule-based algorithms can achieve comparable performance with learning-based algorithms. DoReFa-Net [31], which simply clips the activation to [0, 1], reaches the same 70.7% test
7

accuracy as LSQ [15] on ResNet-18. It also surpasses the PACT by 0.2%, revealing that even a
handcrafted fixed clipping range with the right training pipelines can have state-of-the-art accuracy.
Although, DoReFa fails to quantize depthwise conv networks, e.g. MobileNetV2. We believe
this is due to the activation range in those networks are much larger than ResNet-family (as can
be shown in our diagnostic information in Appendix. B). Nevertheless, we believe rule-based
quantization can achieve better performance if a good range can be found in advance.
5.2

Evaluation with Graph Implementation

In this section, we study the effect of different computation graphs for quantization networks and
algorithms. Graph 1,2,3 correspond to graph im- Table 5: Comparison of the accuracy on 4-bit QAT
plementations in Fig. 4(a), (b), (c). Following BN models, given different graphs implementations.
folding experiments, we modify the academic setResNet-18
MobileNetV2
tings and only change the graph implementations. Model
PACT and LSQ are selected for this study, con- Graph
1
2
3
1
2
3
ducted on ResNet-18 and MobileNetV2. The results in Table 5 show the final performance. We LSQ [15] 70.7 70.7 70.3 70.6 67.5 67.0
find: unlike BN folding, which is sensitive to al- PACT [30] 70.5 70.3 69.4 70.7 68.3 67.8
gorithms, the graph implementation is sensitive
to the network architecture. For instance, PACT only drops 1.1% accuracy on ResNet-18 by switching graph from 1 to 3. However, the gap can increase to 2.9% on MobileNetV2. The same trend is
also observed for LSQ, where 0.4% and 3.6% accuracy degradation are observed on ResNet-18 and
MobileNetV2, respectively.
5.3

Evaluation with BN Folding

We then study the BN folding strategies designed for QAT. We choose LSQ [15] and PACT [30],
running on ResNet-18 and MobileNetV2 for ablation study. Here we do not employ any real hardwareaware quantizer but only modify the conventional academic settings (i.e. per-tensor, symmetric) to
accommodate BN folding. The results are summarized in Table 6. During our experiments, we have
the following observations:
À BN folding is sensitive to quantization algorithms, and strategy 4 works best generally. We
first examine the LSQ with BN folding, where we find the algorithm converges to a similar
performance with normal BN QAT, on both ResNet-18 and MobileNetV2. Unlike LSQ, BN
folding has a severe impact on PACT quantized models. All folding strategies except 4 fail to
converge on ResNet-18. Even using strategy 4 will decrease 2.7% accuracy. For MobileNetV2,
the decrease is more significant (9.9%).
Á Strategy 4 does not obtain any significant speed-up than strategy 2, 3 even it only computes
one-time convolution. Although strategy 4 is faster than 2,3 in forward computation as it has less
computation, but it is much slower in gradient calculation. On ResNet-18 LSQ, we find strategy 4
costs 80% more time than 2,3 to do backpropagation.
Â Updating batch statistics may not be necessary for BN-folding-friendly algorithms like LSQ.
As an example, using strategy 1 in LSQ only drops 0.2%∼0.3% accuracy than those who update
the batch mean and variance. Moreover, strategy 1 can be 30%∼50% faster than them since it
does not need to compute or synchronize statistics and has much faster backpropagation.
Ã Synchronization of BN statistics in data-parallel distributed learning can improve accuracy.
In distributed training with normal BN, asynchronous BN statistics across devices are acceptable
and will not affect the final performance as long as the batch size is relatively large. However,
in QAT folding BN into weights with asynchronous statistics will produce different quantized
weights, further magnifying the training instability. Synchronization needs time,3 therefore it is an
accuracy-speed tradeoff. SyncBN can improve 2.3% accuracy for PACT ResNet-18.
Ä Folding BN will incur severe instability in the initial training stage and this can be alleviated
effectively by learning rate warm-up. Without warm-up, most QAT with BN folding will fail to
converge. Therefore, for all the rest experiments which require BN folding, we employ 1 epoch
learning rate linear warm-up, synchronized BN statistics, and strategy 4 to facilitate it.
3

The communication costs of synchronization may depend on the equipment of the cluster or the server.
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Table 6: Comparison of the accuracy on a 4-bit quantized ResNet-18 and MobileNetV2, using LSQ [15] and
PACT [30], given different folding strategies ("-1" denotes normal BN training without folding, others are
folding strategies introduced in Sec. 3.2.); "NC" denotes Not Converged; "*" denotes asynchronous statistics.
Model
ResNet-18
MobileNetV2

Folding Strategy

-1

0

1

2

3

4

4*

-1

0

1

2

3

4

4*

70.7 69.8 70.1 70.2 70.3 70.4 70.1 70.6 69.5 69.9 70.0 70.1 70.1 64.8
70.5 NC NC NC NC 67.8 65.5 70.7 NC NC NC NC 60.8 NC

LSQ
PACT

Table 7: 4-bit Quantization-Aware Training benchmark on the ImageNet dataset, given different algorithms,
hardware inference libraries, and architectures. "NC" means not converged. Red and Green numbers denotes the
decrease and increase of the hardware deployable quantization.
Model

Method

Paper Acc. Academic TensorRT ACL

TVM

SNPE

FBGEMM Avg. HW

ResNet-18
FP: 71.0

LSQ [15]
DSQ [28]
PACT [30]
DoReFa [31]

71.1 / 70.71
69.6
69.2
68.12

70.7
70.0
70.5
70.7

69.3(1.4)
66.9(3.1)
69.1(1.4)
69.6(1.1)

70.2(0.5)
69.7(0.3)
70.4(0.1)
70.4(0.3)

67.7(3.0)
67.1(2.9)
57.5(13.0)
68.2(2.5)

69.7(1.0)
68.9(1.1)
69.3(1.2)
68.9(1.8)

69.8(0.9)
68.9(1.1)
69.7(0.8)
69.7(1.0)

69.3±0.87
68.3±1.10
67.2±4.87
69.4±0.75

ResNet-50
FP: 77.0

LSQ [15]
DSQ [28]
PACT [30]
DoReFa [31]

76.7
N/A
76.5
71.42

77.4
76.4
76.3
76.4

76.3(1.1)
74.8(1.6)
76.3(0.0)
76.2(0.2)

76.5(0.9)
76.2(0.2)
76.1(0.2)
76.3(0.1)

75.9(1.5)
74.4(2.0)
NC
NC

76.2(1.2)
75.9(0.5)
NC
NC

76.4(1.0)
76.0(0.4)
76.6(0.3)
75.9(0.5)

76.3±0.21
75.5±0.72
45.8±37.4
45.7±37.3

MobileNetV2
FP: 72.6

LSQ [15]
DSQ [28]
PACT [30]
DoReFa [31]

66.33
64.8
61.44
N/A

70.6
69.6
70.7
NC

66.1(4.5)
48.4(21.2)
66.5(4.2)
NC

68.1(2.5)
68.3(1.3)
70.3(0.4)
NC

64.5(6.1)
29.4(39.8)
48.1(22.6)
NC

66.3(4.3)
41.3(28.3)
60.3(10.4)
NC

65.5(5.1)
50.7(18.9)
66.5(4.2)
NC

66.1±1.18
47.6±12.7
62.3±7.8
0±0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

72.6
72.6
73.0
NC

67.0(5.6)
35.1(37.5)
68.2(4.8)
NC

65.5(7.1)
69.6(3.0)
72.6(0.4)
NC

65.0(7.6)
NC
45.9(27.1)
NC

68.6(4.0)
7.5(65.1)
56.5(16.5)
NC

66.9(6.7)
45.9(26.7)
69.0(4.0)
NC

66.6±1.27
31.6±25.5
62.4±9.88
0±0

72.5(0.2)
68.6(2.1)
72.0(0.2)
72.4(0.5)

72.8(0.1)
71.4(0.3)
73.3(1.1)
73.2(0.3)

70.0(2.7)
64.5(7.2)
NC
NC

72.5(0.2)
70.0(1.7)
NC
NC

72.5(0.2)
70.0(1.7)
72.5(0.3)
72.2(0.7)

72.1±1.04
68.9±2.37
43.6±35.5
43.6±35.6

LSQ [15]
EfficientNet-Lite0 DSQ [28]
FP: 75.3
PACT [30]
DoReFa [31]

LSQ [15]
N/A
72.7
RegNetX-600MF DSQ [28]
N/A
71.7
FP: 73.7
PACT [30] N/A
72.2
DoReFa [31] N/A
72.9
1,2,3,4
Accuracy reported in [30, 42, 43, 44], respectively.

5.4

4-bit QAT

In this section we establish a major baseline for existing and future work by using our deployable and
reproducible benchmark to compare some popular algorithms. We experiment with 4-bit quantizationaware training. Unlike academic settings in Table 4 where 4-bit quantization is near-lossless, we
showcase the challenging nature of deployable quantization. Like [19], our intention is not to provide
a definite answer to “Which methods work best on this benchmark?”, but rather to demonstrate the
utility of a reproducible and deployable baseline. And hopefully, with newly discovered insights, we
can guide the future study on quantization algorithms. The major results are presented in Table 7.

Reg600 EffNetB0 MobV2

Res50

Res18

Test Accuracy. We apply the algorithm to 5 distinct real-world hardware deployment environments
and reported their fake quantization performance. We first visit the ab0.28 1.06 0.29 4.41 0.33 0.36
solute test accuracy. As can be seen from the table, we observe no
algorithms achieve the best absolute performance on every setting.
0.44 0.63 0.15 37.6 38.0 0.28
Among the 25 settings (5 architectures × 5 hardware environments),
30.4 27.1 29.8 24.0 25.9 27.1
LSQ [15] obtains the best performance in 52% cases.4 PACT [30] and
DoReFa [31] attain the rest 38% and 10% best practices. Although
31.5 27.9 30.1 28.5 29.8 27.8
DSQ [28] does not achieve any best practice, we should never rank it
0.46 1.61 0.76 33.7 35.6 1.05
to the last one. In many cases, DoReFa and PACT do fail to converge,
AcademicTensorRT ACL TVM SNPE FBGEMM
while DSQ can have a good performance. We cannot simply rank each
algorithm based on a single metric. We also study the distribution of Figure 5: Variance of test
the test accuracy. In Fig. 5, we show the standard deviation of the test accuracy.
accuracy with different combinations of hardware and network architecture. This metric measures the performance difference between algorithms. Lower variance means
less distinction between algorithms. Based on Fig. 5, we find depthwise conv-net (MobileNetV2
4

We compute the best solution count in half if the algorithm is tied for the first place.
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LSQ

69.3

76.3

66.1

66.6

72.1

LSQ

70.24 70.62 68.62 70.66 70.22

DSQ

68.3

75.5

47.6

31.6

68.9

DSQ

58.76 71.04 47.08 52.72 62.3

67.2

45.8

62.3

62.4

43.6

70.42 72.54 30.3 37.22 70.86

69.4

45.7

0.0

0.0

43.6

DoReFa PACT

(b) Algorithm v.s. Hardware

DoReFa PACT

(a) Algorithm v.s. Architectures

Res18 Res50 MobV2 EffNetB0 Reg600

43.64 43.98 13.64 13.78 43.56
TensorRT ACL

TVM

SNPE FBGEMM

Figure 6: Measuring the mean accuracy of algorithms on network architectures (left) and hardware (right).

and EfficientNet-Lite) and per-tensor quantization (TVM and SNPE) have large variance. Thus we
recommend paying more attention to them in the future study.
Hardware Gaps. We also investigate the hardware gap metric, which means the degradation when
transiting from academic setting to hardware setting. The values are marked with colored numbers
in the table. Notably, 93% of the experiments encounter accuracy drop. Among them, 25.8%
settings drop within 1.0% accuracy, 47.3% settings drop within 3.0% accuracy. Similar to our findings
in absolute accuracy, no algorithms achieve the least hardware gap in every setting. LSQ only
has a 36% probability to win the hardware gap metric while PACT has a probability of 48%.
Hardware & Architecture Robustness. We verify the architecture and hardware robustness in
Fig. 6. For architecture robustness, we discover three types of patterns. On ResNet-18, each algorithm
can converge to high accuracy, while ResNet-50 and RegNet share a different pattern with ResNet-18.
Finally, MobileNetV2 and EfficientNet-Lite also have similar algorithm performances. This suggests
that networks architectures can have different sensitivity to quantization algorithms.
We also explore the robustness of quantization algorithms when they are applied to various hardware.
Generally, LSQ has the best hardware robustness. It brings much more stable performance on
different hardware. However, we find LSQ is not suitable for per-channel quantization. For all 15
per-channel hardware settings, LSQ only wins 23% cases, while 66.7% of the trophy is claimed by
PACT. LSQ exhibits exciting superiority in per-tensor quantization, where it wins 90% cases. This
result indicates the importance of the hardware robustness metric.
Suggestions for Algorithm Selection. Although no single algorithm is SOTA for all cases in QAT,
there are some underlying rules for algorithm selection. Based on Fig. 6, we find generally LSQ
performs best in per-tensor quantization (SNPE and TVM), while PACT performs best in per-channel
quantization (TensorRT, ACL, FBGEMM). Therefore, we recommend using PACT for per-channel
quantization and LSQ for per-tensor quantization. If the target hardware or the network architectures
are not met before, we recommend using LSQ since it has the best average performance in history
(Fig. 6). Note that not all cases need careful algorithm selection. According to Fig. 5, in the case of
per-channel quantization and non-depthwise convolution network, the variance of algorithm is quite
low. Therefore, in these settings, the selection of algorithm is trivial.

6

Discussion

In this work we have introduced MQBench, a systematic tabular study for quantization algorithms
and hardware. To foster reproducibility, we align the training hyper-parameters and pipelines for
quantization algorithms. To foster deployability, we sort out 5 hardware deployments settings and
benchmark the algorithms on them across 5 network architectures. We conduct a thorough evaluation,
focusing on the less explored aspects of model quantization, including BN folding, graph implementations, hardware-aware quantizer, etc. However, MQBench also has limitations, quantization
faces more challenges in deployments like object detection and NLP application. More advanced
algorithms (like data-free quantization [45, 46, 47]) are also needed for a complete benchmark. These
aspects should be studied in the future work. Be that as it may, we hope MQBench will be the first of
a continually improving sequence of rigorous benchmarks for the quantization field.
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